It must be pointed out that using a distributed network of data gatherers is not new and was perhaps at its height in the collection era. Field collectors indeed submitted their specimens to centralizing influences such as wealthy collectors or museums. These agencies were able to observe patterns and produce treatises in ways that the individual field collectors could not.
This difference naturally produced conflict. An early example may be seen in this plaint by Brian Hodgson, a naturalist in India who sent specimens back to Britain: "Whilst the face of our land is darkened with skin hunters, deputed by learned Societies to encumber science with ill-ascertained species, no English zoological association has a single travelling naturalist (...) nor has one such body yet sought to invigorate local research" (Hodgson 1873 quoted in Johnson 2005).
Citizen science should ideally move away from using citizens on unequal terms and toward treating citizens as scientists on equal terms. Indeed, if anything, acts of information centralization should embrace the concepts of open access and freedom, allowing all to conduct science (Shyamal 2007) . Data compilers should make use of centralized data to produce scientific results in exactly the same way as anyone else should be allowed. After all, science should be verifiable and repeatable. 
